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Part A
[Answer any two qnestions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate fuli marks.]

1(a). Explain the operation of self starling Wien bridge oscillator with suitable 4

circuit diagram.

1(b). Draw the circuit diagram of cotpitts oscillator and calculate its resonanca 3

frequency.
1(c). Determine the frequency for the oscillator in fig-l(c). Assume there is 3

negligible loading on the feedback circuit and that its Q is greater than 10'

Also find the frequency if the osciilator is loaded to a poir"rt where the Q drops

to 8.

Fig.-1(c)

Z(a), Analyze the low frequency etfect of internal transistor capacitances in 3

capacitively coupled BJT (Bipolar junction transistor) amplifiers.

2(b). Define critical frequency and midrange gain for amplifier' 2

Zi.i. Develop the ac equivalent low-frequency output RC circuit for BJT amplifier. 5

Caiculate the lolver critical frequency due to the outpr-rt RC circuit lr'here

RC:3.9 kO, RL:5,6 kQ ancl output coLrpling capacitor C3:0'33pF' The

symbols have their usual rteaniug.

3(a). Construct and explain the operation ola sqr-rare wave oscillator.

3(b). Explain the operation of Free running rrultivibrator Ltsing 555 timer.

3(c). Define the term : (i) Critical frequency (ii) Bode ptot

Part B

[Answer any three questions from the follorvings; figures in the right margin indicate fLrll marks']

In high frequency response calculate the upper critical l'requenc.v- and phase 5

shift for a BJT amplifier's input RC circuit.

Discuss about total high frequency response of an amplifier with suitable 3

aurve.
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4(c). Determine the upper critical frequency of the amplifier in fig.-4(c), due to
output RC.circuit, Given that Au: 88 and Co. : 5.4PF.

Fig.-4(c)

5(a). Explain sallen-key lor.v pass and high pass active filters rvith circuit diagram.

5(b)" Discuss the significance of "Damping factor" with proper circuit diagram.

5(c). Determine the centre frequency. maximum gain and Bandrvidth for the frlter
in fig. 5(c) be1ow. 

t.,

Fig.-5(c)

6(a). Explain the working principle ola solar cell with its construction.

6(b). Explain the operation of PN photodiode

6(c). Discuss the operation of phototransistor.

7(a). Horv can you make an Active band pass filter by cascading low pass and

high pass filter? Explain.
7(b). Explain the operation of state variable filter with circuit diagram.
7(c). Describe the working principle of LCD rvith diagram.
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